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A B S T R A C T

On the basis of the fully relativistic Dirac-Fock treatment of single ionization by a linearly polarized photon with
regard to the E1, M1, E2, M2, and E3 multipoles of the radiative field as well as their interference, we have
assessed the influence of multipole effects on the cross sections and alignment parameters A20 and A22 of the
residual ions, taking the 3p3/2 and 3d3/2 vacancies of selected Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+, and Xe24+ ions as
examples. Starting from the most general method of density matrix theory, we carried out specific analytic
expressions in terms of the reduced matrix elements of multipole fields, corresponding to different ion-core
states. It is shown that the multipole contributions to the photoionization cross sections can be considerable, the
character of which becomes more evident as the incident energy and/or atomic number increases. These dra-
matic influences also lead to a remarkable increase in the alignment parameter A20 of the residual ions, yet
virtually independent of the nuclear charge for A22. The present results in Coulomb gauge and Babushkin gauge
excellently agreed with each other, suggesting that there is a high degree of convergence achieved in this study.
Comparison of our results with experimental data and other theoretical predictions, when available, is made.

1. Introduction

Photoionization (PI) is a basic atomic process and widely exists in
laboratory and astronomical plasmas [1–6], such as fusion device [7],
solar corona [8] and so on. Studies regarding PI of atomic ions led to a
fundamental understanding of atomic interactions. With the rapid de-
velopment of the high photon flux of third-generation synchrotron ra-
diation sources and the photon-ionmerged-beams technique, facil-
itating measurements at an unprecedented level of refinement and
precision, experiments on inner-shell PI of atomic ions have become
possible. For the inner-shell PI, it produced a vacancy state in the re-
sidual ion. Flügge et al. [9] pointed out that if the residual ion is with
total angular momentum J > 1/2, the ion will be aligned with respect
to the direction of incident photon. Since alignment is a measurable
quantity, it provides information on the process of ionization and the
wave function of electron, and results in a more sensitive testing for the
validity of the approximate methods.

On the experimental side, first evidence for an alignment resulting

from inner-shell PI in Cd 4d was discovered by Caldwell and Zare using
He I resonance radiation [10]. Later, more accurate experiments were
carried out by using X-ray lasers [11] or synchrotron radiation and
coincidence techniques for the inner-shell vacancies of atoms. Kahlon
et al. [12] observed alignment of the L3 subshell vacancy state produced
after PI in lead by photons. Küst et al. [13] measured alignment of Xe+

ion after L3 PI via the anisotropy of Ll X-radiation using linearly po-
larized synchrotron radiation. Their results were smaller in magnitude
by roughly a factor of 2-3 than the theoretical ones within the Hartree-
Fock (HF) approximation. Kronast et al. [14] measured alignment
parameters of the residual ions Cd+ ( −d4 5/2,3/2

1 ) and Zn+ ( −d3 3/2
1) using

synchrotron radiation, and their data were in good agreement with
theoretical results. Özdemir et al. [15] determined the alignment
parameters of some heavy elements induced by photons. The others
reported alignment measurements include alkaline earth metals
[16,17], the transition metals [18,19] as well as the rare gases [20,21].

On the theoretical side a fair number of studies have been done
using different approaches. Kleiman and Lohmann [22] provided a
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theoretical study on the orientation and alignment parameter for the PI
of atoms by applying a relaxed orbital method within a single-config-
urational HF approach. Later, they proposed a method for calculating
alignment for open shell atoms after PI [23]. Berezhko et al. [24] cal-
culated alignment of the 3p3/2 shell of Ge. Based on the first order
perturbation theory, Vorobyev et al. [25] proposed a quantum me-
chanical treatment for calculating the production cross section and
alignment of inner-atomic-shell vacancies induced by photon or ion
impact. Theoretical values of the alignment parameters for different
states of various atoms calculated using the Herman-Skillman wave
functions have been reported by Berezhko and Kabachnik [26]. Re-
cently, Sharma et al. [27] calculated alignments of some high Z ele-
ments by using the non-relativistic electric dipole (E1) approximation in
a point Coulomb potential and analytical perturbation theory in a
screened Coulomb potential. Their results were compared with avail-
able theoretical and experimental values. There were also many other
studies regrading the alignment of the residual ion [28–31].

For a long time, the E1 approximation is satisfied in PI due to the
photon at low energy. The E1 approximation assumes that the radiation
field, i.e., the plane wave expanded in a Taylor series as exp
(ik · r)≈1+ i k·r − (k·r) +1

2
2 , can be truncated to unity. In this si-

tuation, all higher order multipole interactions, like electric quadru-
pole, magnetic quadrupole, etc., are neglected. Some recent studies
convincingly demonstrate the breakdown of the E1 approximation and
provide sufficient quantitative data to initiate detailed new theoretical
investigations of PI process at higher energies, where the E1 approx-
imation is no longer valid. Inal et al. [32] calculated higher-order ef-
fects on the linear polarization of the characteristic X-ray radiation
following the inner-shell PI of highly charged ions. Bechler and Pratt
[33] investigated higher multipole and retardation corrections to the
dipole angular distributions of L-shell photoelectrons ejected by po-
larized photons. Cooper [34] evaluated multipole corrections to the
angular distribution of photoelectrons at low energies. Other reports
can be found in Refs. [30,35–40]. These authors discussed the influence
of nondipole effects on the different PI parameters.

In the present work, we turn our attention to filling in aspects of the
problem which so far have been unexplored, that is, multipole effects
on the alignment parameters of the residual ions after inner-shell io-
nization by a linearly polarized light, taking the 3p3/2 and 3d3/2 va-
cancies of Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+, and Xe24+ ions as examples. For
this purpose, the fully relativistic method for treating the PI process is
developed, based on the density matrix theory [41]. In this method, the
target state wave functions are generated in the framework of the self-
consistent Dirac-Fock method [42–50]. The continuum wave function
of the projectile electron is obtained by solving the Dirac equations. To
perform the analysis, we computed two sets of alignment parameters,
respectively, within the relativistic E1 approximation and the re-
lativistic theory which includes significant multipole orders of the ra-
diative field. Results are compared in order to stress the importance of
multipole effects as the atomic number and/or incident energy in-
creases. Comparison with available experimental and theoretical results
is also made. The layout of this paper is as follows. The theoretical
framework of our method is presented briefly in Section 2, where es-
sential formulas are derived and the observables are introduced. Sec-
tion 3 presents a discussion and a comparison of our results with other
available experimental data and theoretical predictions. The conclusion
is eventually drawn in Section 4.

2. Theoretical method

The single PI process can be expressed as

+ → ++ +ω A α J A α J eℏ ( ) ( ) ,q
i i

q
f f

1
ph (1)

where the subscript i/f denotes the initial/final ionic states of the PI
process [2]. J and α represents, respectively, the corresponding total

angular momentum quantum number and additional quantum numbers
required for an unique specification of the state. Apart from the con-
ventional observable cross section, the alignment studies are found to
be much more effective with regard to the details of the various effects
and, in fact, helped provide newinsight into the electron-photon (e-ph)
interactions in the presence of strong Coulomb fields. Theoretically, the
formation and alignment of excited ions are treated separately
[32,51–53]. Most conveniently, such a treatment is performed within
the framework of the density-matrix theory [41]. A concise description
of such theory has been discussed in detail by Inal et al. [32] and
Kämpfer et al. [51]. Therefore, only a brief account will be given here.
In the density matrix theory, for the PI of atoms or ions by a light beam
that propagates along the quantization x axis, if the photoelectron re-
mains unobserved, then the statistical tensor of the photoion is pre-
sented by [32,51–53]
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In the expression above, Pin=0/Pin=1 represents the unpolarized/
polarized incoming light beam. [ab . . .]= (2a+1)(2b+1) . . ., and the
standard notation for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the Wigner 6-
j symbols have been utilized. →α denotes the Dirac matrices, and
λ= ±1 is the helicity, which is the projection of the photon spin on its
linear momentum. κ= ± (j+1/2) for ℓ= j ± 1/2, which is the Dirac
angular momentum. The standard notations are the reduced matrix
elements of multipole fields, which describe the e-ph interaction of an
ionic bound state with the (one-electron) continuum of the next higher
charge state [32,52,53], given by

∑< > = < → →
>−α J ε j J H α J i e α J ε j J α A α J( , ℓ ) || (pL)|| ( , ℓ ) || · || ,f f γ i i

l i κ
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where Δκ is phase shift of emitted electron. ∑ → →
α A·n n L n

p
, is the transition

operator, which describes the relativistic e-ph interaction.
→ =
AL n

p a
,

0,
is

expressed in terms of the electric(p=1)/magnetic(p=0) multi-
polarities components.

The reduced statistical tensors are referred to as the alignment
parameters Akq(αfJf), which are independent of the particular normal-
ization of the density matrix [32,51,52]
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where Ak0(αfJf) are directly related to the partial cross sections σMf for
the population of the individual ionic substates
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Here, if the rank k is even and k≤ 2Jf, the alignment parameters
Akq(αfJf) are nonvanishing. Moreover, for each k≥ 2, only the com-
ponents with q=0 and q=2 may appear to be nonzero. The two
components with q= ±2 are proportional to Pin and, hence, vanish/
nonzero for ionization by an unpolarized/polarized photon beam.
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3. Calculations and discussions

From Eqs. (2) to (5), it is clearly that all the alignment parameters
can be traced back to the computations of the (multipole) many-elec-
tron amplitudes < ∑ → →

>α J ε j J α A α J( , ℓ ) || · ||f f n n L n
p

i i, , or rather, the matrix
element< (αfJf, εℓ j)J||Hγ(pL)||αiJi > . In the present work, calcula-
tions of the initial- and final-state wave functions for target atoms/ions
considered require the simultaneous consideration of electronic corre-
lations and relativistic effects. The multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock
(MCDF) method implemented in the GRASP2K code is ideal for this
purpose [54–62]. In most standard computations, the configuration
state functions are built from products of one-electron Dirac orbitals.
Then, the angular data for the optimization of radial orbitals for the
energy expression of multi-configuration wave function in the Dirac-
Coulomb approximation are generated. After that, both the radial parts
of the Dirac orbitals and the expansion coefficients of states are opti-
mized to self-consistency by solving the MCDF equations in the re-
lativistic self-consistent field procedure. Finally, the relativistic con-
figuration interaction approach is using a fixed pre-optimized set of
orbitals and allowing only the mixing coefficients to be varied. During
the computation, the Breit interaction and leading quantum electro-
dynamical effects can be taken into account perturbatively as well [54].

To calculate the PI amplitudes, the continuum wave functions are
generated by the component COWF of RATIP package [63] by solving
the coupled Dirac equation in which the exchange effect between the
bound and free electron are considered. For the continuum functions,
orthogonality is enforced with respect to the bound-state orbitals of the
same symmetry. However, for different symmetries of the continuum
orbitals and different J, orthogonality is obtained automatically. The
normalization is determined by a WKB method [63]. The corresponding
matrix element/cross section is calculated using a newly fully re-
lativistic program, recently developed by us, based on the PHOTO
component of the development version of the RATIP package [63].

In order to verify the modification of the computer packages and
check our numerical method, our calculated alignment A20 for the −d4 5/2

1

state following PI of Xe atom by a linearly polarized photon is listed,
along with available results from other theoretical calculations [24] and
experimental values [64–69] in the literature. In our calculation, the
E1, M1, E2, M2, and E3 multipoles of the radiative field and their in-
terference are included. On inspection, the overall agreement is good.
Our results are slightly bigger than the experimental data [64–69], and
agree with the calculation involving the Herman-Skillman wavefunc-
tions and the calculation involving the HF wavefunctions reported by
Berezhko et al. [24] quite well. Especially at the intermediate energy
range, the present results lie between these previous calculations.
Moreover, the present results in Coulomb gauge and Babushkin gauge
agree well with each other, suggesting that there is a high degree of
convergence achieved in the present study (Fig. 1).

The main concern of most PI researches is the cross section. For the
direct ionization of the 3p3/2/3d3/2 subshell for Zn and Zn-like Kr6+,
Cd18+, and Xe24+ ions, our calculated ionization energies IE are, re-
spectively, 99.66/14.93, 219.84/93.48, 630.49/419.41, and 946.46/
688.62 eV. Table 1 lists the total cross sections for PI of Zn and Zn-like
Kr6+, Cd18+, and Xe24+ ions initially in their ground state to the inner-
shell 3p3/2 and 3d3/2 vacancies for various incoming photon energies in
multiples of the IE. Though incoming energies up to 32IE have been
considered, only those energy regions in which the cross sections
markedly vary are shown. For illustrating the effects which arise from
the higher (nondipole) multipoles in the expansion of the e-ph inter-
action, here, calculations have been performed for two kinds of cross
sections. The calculations are first made using the relativistic E1 ap-
proximation (labeled as E1). Then, calculations are made using the
relativistic treatment with multipoles of the radiation (labeled as MP).
In this case, the E1, M1, E2, M2, and E3 multipoles of the radiative field
and their interference were taken into account. Inspection of Table 1

shows that the behavior for increasing energies of cross sections with
and with-out multipole effects remains approximately the same. That is
to say, the PI cross sections increase sharply with increasing incoming
photon energy before starting to decrease, and reach their maximum
near the threshold. An interesting feature, exhibited for all ions in the
present study, is the shift of peak structure to lower incoming energies
as the Z increases. The multipole contributions to the PI cross sections
against incoming photon energy are further given in Fig. 2. As expected,
for Zn, differences between the MP and E1 cross sections are weak.
They do not exceed 1% even at 32IE, yet for Xe24+ ion, the MP results
differ significantly from the E1 ones. Taking the inner-shell 3p3/2 va-
cancy as an example, at an incoming photon energy of 6IE, the MP
result leads to an increase in the cross section by a factor of 0.01 for
compared to calculations in the E1 case, while At 32IE, the effects of
multipole lead to a considerable increase for cross section, which could
reach 15% of the E1 results. For a given ion, multipole effects in cross
section for PI different shells are different. For example, for Xe24+ ion,
the effect of the multipole on the cross section is about 30% and 14%
for 3d3/2 and 3p3/2 PI at 32IE, respectively.

Besides the cross section, the alignment of the excited ion states, i.e,
A20 and A22, are also affected by the multipoles effects (As stated in
section 2, the incoming light polarization leads to a nondiagonal den-
sity matrix, and, as a result, to a nonvanishing parameter A22). Fig. 3
shows the A20 and A22 of 3p3/2/3d3/2 vacancy of Zn and Zn-like Kr6+,
Cd18+, and Xe24+ ions after PI as a function of incoming photon energy.
Inspecting the structure of A20 and A22, it becomes evident that the
alignments depend on the dynamics of the PI process. The A20 reaches
large values where the PI cross section is small. For the 3p3/2 vacancy of
Zn, the A20 curve has two peaks near-threshold, and at incoming photon
energy>4IE, it remains practically constant. For the 3p3/2 vacancy of
Kr6+ ion, the value of A20 decreases rapidly from threshold. The value
A20 of Xe24+ ion remains practically constant throughout the energy
region covered, yet a rapid change in the A20 near threshold is found for
Cd18+ ion. Comparing the results of the calculations for the −p3 3/2

1 and
−d3 3/2

1 states for a given ion, one notices an decrease in the width of the
curve dip as one goes to higher subshells. The reason behind this is the
fact that with increasing orbital quantum number, the wavefunctions of
the electrons in the atom/ion become less compact. The position of the
peak and/or dip of the A22 curve is the same as A20 curve, yet the value
is opposite. Furthermore, calculations of the multipole contributions to
the alignment parameters of Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+, and Xe24+

ions are given in Fig. 4, where we can see that in all cases the multipole
contributions result in an enhancement of the alignment A20. Strongest
multipole effect arises, of course, for the highest photon energy 32IE for
which the alignment A20 is increased by almost 0.6% (6.1%), 3.6%
(15.5%), 14.2% (43.8%), and 22.2% (62.1%), respectively, for the 3p3/
2(3d3/2) vacancy of Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+, and Xe24+ ions, if the
higher multipoles are taken into account. Similarly, for the alignment
A22, multipoles effects increase by almost 1.50% (0.054%), 3.46%
(0.078%), 8.83% (0.23%), and 12.2% (0.62%) for the −p3 3/2

1( −d3 3/2
1 ) state

of the above ions at 32IE, respectively.
The Z-dependence of the multipole effect at a given incoming

photon energy can more clearly be seen in Fig. 5, which shows the
alignment parameters with and without the multipole effects included
as functions of the atomic number at 25IE. Obviously, the alignment
parameters which rapidly increase as the atomic number increases
show a strong dependence on the atomic number. This is particularly
true for the A20 of the 3d3/2 vacancy of Xe24+ ion, for which inclusion
of multipole effects increase the A20 deviations by about 55%.

Finally, we would like to say a few words on how the multipole
effects significantly alter the PI cross sections and the alignment para-
meters. To explore the nature of such influences, a set of the module of
the reduced matrix element T= 〈(αfJf, ε ℓ j)J||Hγ(pL)||α0J0〉, for mainly
PI channel against incoming photon energy for the 3d3/2 vacancy of
Xe24+ ion are given in Fig. 6. It is clear from the figure that the main
contribution to the PI cross section of 3d3/2 shell comes from the f5/2
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channel. The second largest contribution is the p1/2 channel. For each
channel, the module of the reduced matrix element rapidly decrease as
the incoming photon energies increases. Furthermore, to find which
multipole produces the larger effect, our calculated alignment para-
meters for −d3 3/2

1 state of Xe24+ ion using the same method with the E1
and magnetic-dipole (M1) terms (labeled by E1+M1) and with the E1,
M1 and electric-quadrupole (E2) terms included in the multipole ex-
pansion of the radiation field (labeled by E1+M1+E2) are shown in
Fig. 7, where we can see that the E2 term has a considerable influence
on the alignment parameters A20 and A22, and that the resulting
changes become progressively more significant as the incoming photon
energy increases. The performed partial analysis clearly demonstrates
that the multipoles corrections provide the dominant contributions
beyond the E1 approximation in PI.

In the above study, we restricted the investigation to the E1,M1, E2,
M2, and E3 multipoles of the radiative field as well as their interference
on the PI process. Note also, that these effects will not only be seen in

cross sections and alignment parameters, but in other PI parameters as
well, e.g, spin-polarization parameters. Moreover, admittedly, higher-
order effects such as the En and Mn (n > 3) multipoles may play sig-
nificant roles in some cases. However, according to our estimates, these
corrections to the alignment parameters of the ions of interest are re-
latively small (less than 0.01%) and thus are neglected in the present
calculations, which could be a good approximation for the purposes of
discussing the contributions of the multipole to the alignment of re-
sidual ions.

4. Conclusion

To summarize, in the present study, a complete set of alignment
parameters, namely A20 and A22, after PI of Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+,
and Xe24+ ions by a linearly polarized photon have been reported. The
calculations have been done by applying a newly developed fully re-
lativistic method, where the target states are determined using fully

Fig. 1. Comparison of the alignment parameter A20 for Xe+ ion with a vacancy in the 4d5/2 subshell as a function of the photoelectron energy (in eV). The dot curve is
a calculation involving the Herman-Skillman wavefunctions [24], the dash dot curve is a calculation involving the Hartree-Fock wavefunctions [24].

Table 1
The 3p3/2 and 3d3/2 PI total cross section (in barns) for Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+ and Xe24+ ions. The rows labeled by E1 and MP stand for the values calculated
within the relativistic E1 approximation and the relativistic theory includes the multipoles in the e-ph interaction, respectively. Here IE represents the ionization
energy.

State Incoming energy Zn (E1) Zn (MP) Kr6+ (E1) Kr6+ (MP) Cd18+ (E1) Cd18+ (MP) Xe24+ (E1) Xe24+ (MP)

3p3/2 1.1IE 3.816E−01 3.817E−01 3.094E−01 3.095E−01 2.694E−01 2.707E−01 2.103E−01 2.117E−01
1.5IE 2.390E−01 2.394E−01 4.093E−01 4.101E−01 2.344E−01 2.351E−01 1.555E−01 1.559E−01
1.8IE 3.513E−01 3.519E−01 3.951E−01 3.959E−01 1.836E−01 1.839E−01 1.166E−01 1.168E−01
2.0IE 3.971E−01 3.977E−01 3.601E−01 3.607E−01 1.434E−01 1.435E−01 9.686E−02 9.695E−02
2.5IE 4.297E−01 4.303E−01 2.824E−01 2.827E−01 1.011E−01 1.012E−01 6.863E−02 6.866E−02
3.0IE 4.113E−01 4.117E−01 2.277E−01 2.278E−01 7.346E−02 7.348E−02 4.339E−02 4.342E−02
3.5IE 3.597E−01 3.600E−01 1.842E−01 1.843E−01 5.502E−02 5.504E−02 3.302E−02 3.307E−02
4.0IE 3.137E−01 3.138E−01 1.364E−01 1.364E−01 3.873E−02 3.878E−02 2.279E−02 2.285E−02
5.0IE 2.345E−01 2.345E−01 9.451E−02 9.453E−02 2.444E−02 2.451E−02 1.335E−02 1.343E−02
10.0IE 6.577E−02 6.580E−02 2.090E−02 2.096E−02 3.970E−03 4.040E−03 2.130E−03 2.200E−03
15.0IE 2.591E−02 2.597E−02 8.090E−03 8.150E−03 1.390E−03 1.430E−03 6.475E−04 6.832E−04
25.0IE 6.920E−03 6.960E−03 1.610E−03 1.640E−03 2.609E−04 2.790E−04 2.270E−04 2.467E−04
32.0IE 3.810E−03 3.840E−03 8.009E−04 8.233E−04 1.286E−04 1.404E−04 6.254E−05 7.156E−05

3d3/2 1.1IE 1.140 1.140 2.378E−01 2.379E−01 9.468E−01 9.468E−01 9.965E−01 9.966E−01
1.5IE 1.718 1.718 1.320 1.320 9.201E−01 9.203E−01 5.154E−01 5.158E−01
1.8IE 2.094 2.094 1.860 1.860 6.377E−01 6.382E−01 3.422E−01 3.427E−01
2.0IE 2.402 2.402 1.896 1.897 4.862E−01 4.868E−01 2.552E−01 2.558E−01
2.5IE 2.728 2.728 1.665 1.665 2.578E−01 2.584E−01 1.493E−01 1.499E−01
3.0IE 2.963 2.963 1.393 1.393 1.642E−01 1.648E−01 8.037E−02 8.093E−02
4.0IE 3.050 3.051 7.891E−01 7.895E−01 7.567E−02 7.614E−02 2.949E−02 2.987E−02
5.0IE 2.926 2.926 4.768E−01 4.773E−01 3.430E−02 3.464E−02 1.326E−02 1.352E−02
10.0IE 1.868 1.868 6.904E−02 6.931E−02 3.320E−03 3.410E−03 1.640E−03 1.720E−03
15.0IE 9.842E−01 9.846E−01 2.345E−02 2.361E−02 8.401E−04 8.807E−04 2.788E−04 3.029E−04
25.0IE 3.411E−01 3.414E−01 4.180E−03 4.240E−03 1.272E−04 1.384E−04 4.685E−05 5.382E−05
32.0IE 1.785E−01 1.788E−01 1.390E−03 1.430E−03 3.398E−05 3.838E−05 1.898E−05 2.266E−05
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relativistic MCDF wave functions with the inclusion of the Breit inter-
action and the leading quantum electrodynamical effects. The PI am-
plitudes are calculated based on the PHOTO component of the devel-
opment version of the RATIP package [63]. Incoming photon energies
up to at least 32IE have been considered. The energy dependence of the
cross sections/alignment parameters, which basically manifests itself in

characteristics of the corresponding curves, has been touched on. From
the comparison of our calculations, based on the E1 approximation and
the MP approximation, we find that the higher multipoles of the ra-
diation field typically lead to an enhancement of both the cross sections
and the alignment parameters for all the ions. Also, the computed re-
lative contributions from nondipole interactions to the cross sections/

Fig. 2. Plot of the relative multipole contributions to the PI cross sections against incoming photon energy.

Fig. 3. Plot of the alignment parameters after PI of Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+ and Xe24+ ions by a linearly polarized photon against incoming photon energy. The
calculations are made using the relativistic treatment with multipoles of the radiation.
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alignment parameters grow with the increase of the incoming photon
energy in a very similar way for all considered atomic shells. For the
cross section, taking the inner-shell 3p3/2 vacancy as an example, at an
incoming photon energy of 6IE, the MP result leads to an increase by a
factor of 0.01 for compared to calculations in the E1 case, while at 32IE,
the effects of multipole lead to a considerable increase for cross section,
which could reach 15% of the E1 results. For the alignment parameter,
the multipole effects increase the A20(A22) by almost 6.1% (0.054%),

15.5% (0.078%), 43.8% (0.23%), and 62.1% (0.62%) for the 3d3/2
vacancy of Zn and Zn-like Kr6+, Cd18+, and Xe24+ ions, respectively.
We hope that with the development of experimental technology, such
effects can be confirmed in experiments by measuring either the cross
section or the alignment parameter after the process of PI of atom/ion
by a linearly polarized photon.

Fig. 4. Plot of the relative multipole contributions to the alignment parameters after PI of Zn and Zn-like ions by a linearly polarized photon against incoming photon
energy.

Fig. 5. Plot of the relative multipole contributions to the alignment parameters against atomic number. Here, the incoming photon energy is 25IE.
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